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AA Highly Prospective Carlin-Type Gold Target:

The Carlin district is the second-most prolific gold-producing area in the world, with more 
than operating mines and a total production of more than million ounces ( ).

Mega-deposits line up along Battle Mountain-Cortez Gold trend. 

Deposits (Pipeline, Cortez Hills and Goldrush) are found where favourable carbonate 
rocks are preserved in zones of folding and deformation (anticlines and hinge lines).

Favourable carbonate rocks are preserved in prospective structural setting: 
at intersection of Cortez Gold Trend with Pine Valley-Garden Valley anticline.

Located near McEwen Mining’s new Gold Bar mine.

-acre property with excellent infrastructure.

In world-class gold district: safe, stable, and pro-mining jurisdiction.

Drill-ready: targets are selected and drill permits are in place.
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Alpha Gold Target

Nevada’s largest Carlin-type gold 
deposits occur near the 
intersection of N-NW and NE 
structures, such as fold crests 
(anticlines) and hingelines.

Highly prospective setting on a 
recognized structural trend An ideal erosional level preserves prime Late Devonian 

carbonates at the crest of a structural dome, at 
mineable depths 4



The Alpha Gold Target
is located where the 
Garden Valley
Anticline intersects 
with the projection of 
the -Million-Ounce
Cortez Gold Trend.

Alpha Gold Target
The nearby Gold Bar 
gold mine, on a 
parallel anticlinal 
trend, recently went 
into production.
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The Alpha Gold 
target corresonds to 
intersecting North-
Northwest and 
Northeast folds and 
structures. This 
similar setting hosts 
Carlin-type gold 
mines in the Roberts 
Mountains

Alpha Gold Target
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TThe anticlinal crest is 
preserved at Alpha.preservrved at Alpha.
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CCarlin District and Cortez Trend: Prime real-estate for world-class gold deposits.

Alpha Gold Property: On trend with Battle Mountain–Cortez Gold Trend.

Alpha Gold Property: Geological mapping identifies similar stratigraphic and structural 

setting to known deposits: favourable fold crests and hinges of the target sequence of 

carbonate rocks are preserved.

Excellent infrastructure.

Safe, stable, and pro-mining jurisdiction.

READY TO DRILL.

In Summary
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